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No More Camping Out For Couple Fighting Cancer
Hope Lodge Lubbock Provides a Home Away From Home
Hope Lodge Lubbock saves cancer patients approximately $1.3 million annually in hotel
expenses. With its convenient location near four cancer treatment facilities and transportation
provided, Hope Lodge makes this already difficult situation easier for both the cancer patients
and their caregivers.
For Eulane and Bettie Redden, Hope Lodge was a true blessing that did so much more
than save them financially.
The Reddens are no stranger to cancer. Bettie fought lung cancer years ago, and
completed treatments for breast cancer last year. Now she is serving in the role as a caregiver to
her husband, Eulane, who has prostate cancer. Like most cancer patients, getting the best care
sometimes means having to travel far away from home. With the Reddens residing in Carlsbad,
New Mexico, they had to travel nearly 200 miles away to Lubbock to undergo treatments.
Before Hope Lodge, the Reddens would stay in their 5th wheel while Bettie underwent
treatments. As convenient as the RV was for the Reddens, the air filtration was starting to affect
Bettie’s health. So when Eulane was diagnosed with prostate cancer, the Redden’s knew they
had to find an alternative place to stay. Luckily, Eulane’s radiation oncologist informed them
about Hope Lodge Lubbock. “We were very thankful to stay there. Staying in our travel trailer
was getting boring,” says Bettie. “Hope Lodge is a wonderful place to stay. We really enjoyed all
the people we met, and didn’t want to leave.”
Hope Lodge Lubbock wants to provide a place where cancer patients and their caregivers
can find help and hope when home is far away. For details on eligibility requirements and the
admission process for Hope Lodge Lubbock, please call 806-745-0700 or contact
hopelodgelubbock@cancer.org.

